
Street Signs (must/must not) 

Script: 

1.  This is a yellow traffic light.     You must slow down. 

2.  This is a red traffic light.              You must stop. 

3.  This is a green traffic light.          You must go. 

4.  This is crosswalk light.                   You must not cross the street now. 

5.  This is a stop sign.                         You must stop. 

6.  This is a speed limit sign.               You must not go more than 30 km/hour. 

7.  This is a warning sign about       You must watch for bumps. 

      bumps on the road.   

8.  This is a warning sign about          You must watch for children playing. 

    children playing.  

9.  This is a school sign.                      You must watch for children on school days  

                                                          from 8:00am-5:00pm. 

10.  This is a no stopping sign.            You must not stop here on school days from 

                                                          8:00 am -5:00pm. 

11.  This is a no stopping sign.            You must not stop here unless you are a bus. 

12. This is a no parking sign.              You must not park here. 

13.  This a no parking sign.                 You must not park here unless you are a      

                                          person with a disability. 

14.  This is a do not enter sign.          You must not drive here. 

15.  This is a keep right sign.              You must keep right. 

16.  This is an idle free sign.              You must turn off your car. 

17.  This is a pick up dog poop sign.    You must pick up your dog’s poop. 

18.  This is a no dumping sign.             You must not leave your garbage here. 

19.  This is a right turn only sign.       You must turn right here. 

  



Street Signs (must/must not) 

Fill in the missing words.  Use the list on page 2. 

1.  This is a ________________ traffic light.      

You must ________________ ________________. 

2.  This is a ________________ ________________ light.               

You must ________________. 

3.  This is a ________________ traffic ________________.           

You must ________________. 

4.  This is ________________ light.                    

You must not ________________ the street now. 

5.  This is a ________________ sign.                          

You must ________________. 

6.  This is a ________________ limit sign.                

You must ________________ go more than ________________ km/hour. 

7.  This is a ________________ sign about ________________ on the road.   

You must ________________ for bumps. 

8.  This is a ________________ sign about ________________ playing.  

You must ________________ for children ________________. 

9.  This is a ________________ sign.                       

You must watch for ________________ on ________________ days from  

________________ am to ________________  pm. 

10.  This is a ________________ ________________ sign.             

You must ________________ ________________ here on school  

________________ from 8:00 am to 5:00pm. 

11.  This is a ________________ ________________ sign.             

You must ________________ stop here unless you are a ________________. 

12. This is a ________________ ________________ sign.               

You must ________________ ________________ here. 



13.  This a ________________ ________________ sign.                  

You must ________________ park here unless you  

are a person with a ________________. 

14.  This is a ________________ not ________________ sign. 

You must not ________________ here. 

15.  This is a ________________ right sign.               

You must ________________ ________________. 

16.  This is an ________________ ________________ sign.               

You must ________________ ________________ your car. 

17.  This is a ________________ up dog ________________ sign. 

You must pick __________________ your ________________ poop. 

18.  This is a no ________________ sign.              

You must not ________________ your ________________ here. 

19.  This is a ________________ turn ________________ sign.   

You must ________________ ________________ here. 
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